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people are born with extreme and often-feared
skills called Graces, Katsa struggles for
redemption from her Grace of killing, and teams
up with another young fighter to save their land
from a corrupt king.
Palace of Mirrors Sep 22 2021 Cecelia looks like
a peasant girl and lives in a village so small that
it's not even on the map. But she knows that
secretly, she is the true princess, hidden away as
a baby to be kept safe from the enemies of the
kingdon. A commoner named Desmia was placed
on the throne as a decoy. Cecelia has always
known that when it was safe, she would be taken
out of hiding and returned to her rightful place
on the throne. Then danger finds her in her
village, and Cecelia has to act. With the help of
her best friend Harper, she decides to take
matters into her own hands, relieve Desmia of
the the crown, and take up her own rule. But
when they venture from their small village to the
capital city and into the famed Palace of Mirrors,
Harper and Cecelia discover that all is not as it
seems, and that they have placed themselves in
more danger than ever before.
Cosmo Vol. 1 Dec 14 2020 In space, no one can
hear you laugh! Writer Ian Flynn (Sonic the
Hedgehog, Mega Man, Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles) and artist Tracy Yardley (Sonic

The Necklace of Princess Fiorimonde and
Other Stories Jun 07 2020 Reproduction of the
original: The Necklace of Princess Fiorimonde
and Other Stories by Mary de Morgan
Daughter of Dragon Ash Feb 02 2020 From
USA Today Bestselling Author Megg Jensen...
After a royal entourage is massacred in the
forest, a woman awakens with amnesia, and
everyone insists she is the devious and selfserving Princess Jillian. Meanwhile, her decoy,
the woman who takes the princess’s place
during times of danger, has gone missing.
Confused and forlorn, the princess returns to the
castle in Dragon Ash, where she blacks out
again… only to awaken covered in the queen’s
blood. Escaping justice with the sole witness to
the queen’s murder, a blacksmith who is in love
with the decoy, the princess embarks on a quest
to regain her lost memories, prove her
innocence, and locate the missing woman.
Dogged by her budding feelings for the
blacksmith and fear over who she might really
be, the princess must find her decoy and unravel
the secrets of their past. But will a mysterious
magic invading their world compel her to kill
again before she can uncover the truth?
Graceling Jul 21 2021 In a world where some
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Universe, Hero Cats) revitalize COSMO THE
MERRY MARTIAN as part of the Archie Action
line-up, bringing the classic 1950s space alien
into the present day in an all-new series! Get
ready for out of this world fun in the ALL-NEW
sci-fi adventure series COSMO! Join Cosmo and
his Space-Ace Martian crew as they find
adventure and dangers in the deepest corners of
space! Their latest mission turns into a much
larger adventure when they stumble upon their
most unique specimen yet: A panicked human!
The Decoy Princess Oct 04 2022 The Princess
Contessa of Constenopolie has just learned of
her true identity-that of an orphan adopted and
raised as a decoy to protect the real princess.
That doesn't make Contessa less of a royal
target.
The Opal Crown May 07 2020 Only One
Princess Can Wear the Crown . . . A year after
her betrothal to the Kyrenican prince, no one
has suspected that Princess Wilha has been a
decoy -- and that Elara, her secret twin sister,
has been pretending to be Wilha all along. Back
in Galandria, their kingdom is deteriorating, and
returning home could bring peace -- or add fuel
to the slow-burning fire. When their father, the
king, mysteriously dies and Elara and Wilha's
younger brother, Andrei, claims the Galandrian
throne, he reveals the girls' deception. Viewed
as traitors, they realize they are now fighting for
their lives -- and for their country. In Jenny
Lundquist's concluding sequel to The Princess in
the Opal Mask, Elara and Wilha must decide
who will become queen. Or rather, who will
become the next savior for their people.
Mirage Aug 29 2019 “A refreshing and unique
coming-of-age story...a beautiful and necessary
meditation on finding strength in one’s culture.”
—Entertainment Weekly, Top Pick of the Month
“A YA marvel that will shock breath into your
lungs. If you loved The Wrath and the Dawn and
Children of Blood and Bone, Mirage will
captivate you.” —The Christian Science Monitor
“This debut fantasy has what it takes to be the
next big thing in sci-fi/fantasy.” —SLJ, starred
review “Immersive, captivating.” —ALA Booklist,
starred review In a world dominated by the
brutal Vathek empire, eighteen-year-old Amani
is a dreamer. She dreams of what life was like
before the occupation; she dreams of writing
poetry like the old-world poems she adores; she
the-decoy-princess-1-dawn-cook

dreams of receiving a sign from Dihya that one
day, she, too, will have adventure, and travel
beyond her isolated home. But when adventure
comes for Amani, it is not what she expects: she
is kidnapped by the regime and taken in secret
to the royal palace, where she discovers that she
is nearly identical to the cruel half-Vathek
Princess Maram. The princess is so hated by her
conquered people that she requires a body
double, someone to appear in public as Maram,
ready to die in her place. As Amani is forced into
her new role, she can’t help but enjoy the
palace’s beauty—and her time with the princess’
fiancé, Idris. But the glitter of the royal court
belies a world of violence and fear. If Amani ever
wishes to see her family again, she must play the
princess to perfection...because one wrong move
could lead to her death.
The Princess Spy Jul 29 2019 INSTANT NEW
YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND
USA TODAY BESTSELLER “As exciting as any
spy novel” (Daily News, New York), The Princess
Spy follows the hidden history of an ordinary
American girl who became one of the OSS’s
most daring World War II spies before marrying
into European nobility. Perfect for fans of A
Woman of No Importance and Code Girls. When
Aline Griffith was born in a quiet suburban New
York hamlet, no one had any idea that she would
go on to live “a life of glamour and danger that
Ingrid Bergman only played at in Notorious”
(Time). As the United States enters the Second
World War, the young college graduate is
desperate to aid in the war effort, but no one is
interested in a bright-eyed young woman whose
only career experience is modeling clothes.
Aline’s life changes when, at a dinner party, she
meets a man named Frank Ryan and reveals how
desperately she wants to do her part for her
country. Within a few weeks, he helps her join
the Office of Strategic Services—forerunner of
the CIA. With a code name and expert training
under her belt, she is sent to Spain to be a
coder, but is soon given the additional
assignment of infiltrating the upper echelons of
society, mingling with high-ranking officials,
diplomats, and titled Europeans. Against this
glamorous backdrop of galas and dinner parties,
she recruits sub-agents and engages in deepcover espionage. Even after marrying the Count
of Romanones, one of the wealthiest men in
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Spain, Aline secretly continues her covert
activities, being given special assignments when
abroad that would benefit from her impeccable
pedigree and social connections. “[A]
meticulously researched, beautifully crafted
work of nonfiction that reads like a James Bond
thriller” (Bookreporter), The Princess Spy brings
to vivid life the dazzling adventures of a spirited
American woman who risked everything to serve
her country.
The Royal Spy Feb 25 2022 I pushed myself up
and nearly stopped breathing again. The man
who I had just knocked to the ground was none
other than Prince Jarin. Definitely not the
shadow, I thought. "That's it, you-" the prince
began as he pushed himself up and raised his
fist. "Stop!" I guarded my face with both hands.
"Katie?" "Ah...hello, fancy meeting you here," I
stammered. Even though Katie is a royal
princess, all she knows is how to be a spy. She
constantly goes from mission to mission, never
getting the chance to understand her birthright.
This all changes when her father sends her on a
mission to Floric with the cover of being a
princess who is trying to win the prince's heart.
This mission proves to be very different from the
others with a shadowy figure to chase, secret
passages to explore, secrets to keep and the
problem of betrayal that she is about to discover.
Princess at Sea Nov 05 2022 Assigned to
chaperone Queen Contessa and her husband on
their honeymoon, Tess takes on pirates who
abduct the royal couple for ransom-unaware that
Tess's magic is the real treasure in their midst.
One Of Us Is Lying Jan 03 2020 The
international bestselling YA thriller by acclaimed
author, Karen M. McManus - NOW A MAJOR
NETFLIX SERIES. Five students go to detention.
Only four leave alive. Yale hopeful Bronwyn has
never publicly broken a rule. Sports star Cooper
only knows what he's doing in the baseball
diamond. Bad boy Nate is one misstep away
from a life of crime. Prom queen Addy is holding
together the cracks in her perfect life. And
outsider Simon, creator of the notorious gossip
app at Bayview High, won't ever talk about any
of them again. He dies 24 hours before he could
post their deepest secrets online. Investigators
conclude it's no accident. All of them are
suspects. Everyone has secrets, right? What
really matters is how far you'll go to protect
the-decoy-princess-1-dawn-cook

them. 'Tightly plotted and brilliantly written,
with sharp, believable characters, this whodunit
is utterly irresistible' - HEAT 'Twisty plotting,
breakneck pacing and intriguing
characterisation add up to an exciting singlesitting thrillerish treat' -THE GUARDIAN 'A
fantastic murder mystery, packed with cryptic
clues and countless plot twists. I could not put
this book down' - THE SUN 'Pretty Little Liars
meets The Breakfast Club' - ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKLY
Ink and Bone Jul 09 2020 Jess Brightwell
believes in the value of the Library, but the
majority of his knowledge comes from illegal
books obtained by his family, who are involved in
the thriving black market. Jess has been sent to
be his familys spy, but his loyalties are tested in
the final months of his training to enter the
Librarys service.
Flying Solo Oct 12 2020 NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • A woman returns to her small
Maine hometown, uncovering family secrets that
take her on a journey of self-discovery and new
love, in this warm and charming novel from the
New York Times bestselling author of Evvie
Drake Starts Over. “Moving and tender . . . A
perfect book for anyone who feels a little
separate from the flock.”—Rebecca Serle, New
York Times bestselling author of One Italian
Summer ONE OF THE MOST ANTICIPATED
BOOKS OF 2022—BookPage Smarting from her
recently canceled wedding and about to turn
forty, Laurie Sassalyn returns to her Maine
hometown of Calcasset to handle the estate of
her great-aunt Dot, a spirited adventurer who
lived to be ninety-three. Alongside boxes of
Polaroids and pottery, a mysterious wooden
duck shows up at the bottom of a cedar chest.
Laurie’s curiosity is piqued, especially after she
finds a love letter to the never-married Dot that
ends with the line “And anyway, if you’re ever
desperate, there are always ducks, darling.”
Laurie is told that the duck has no financial
value. But after it disappears under suspicious
circumstances, she feels compelled to figure out
why anyone would steal a wooden duck—and
why Dot kept it hidden away in the first place.
Suddenly Laurie finds herself swept up in a
righteous caper that has her negotiating with
antiques dealers and con artists, going on afterhours dates at the local library, and
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reconnecting with her oldest friend and her first
love. Desperate to uncover her great-aunt’s
secrets, Laurie must reckon with her own past
and her future—and ultimately embrace her own
vision of flying solo. With a cast of unforgettable
characters and a heroine you will root for from
page one, Flying Solo is a wonderfully original
story about growing up, coming home, and
learning to make a life for yourself on your own
terms.
Royal Captive Jan 15 2021 Royal Captive is
book 3 in the Fate of Eyrinthia YA fantasy
romance series. If you like swoon-worthy
romance and non-stop action with epic twists,
then you'll love Eyrinthia!
Palace of Lies Apr 05 2020 "After a terrible fire
destroys her home and kills her twelve sisterprincesses, Desmia must rise above those who
intend to manipulate her and sieze power for
themselves--and find out the truth"-Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens:
Moving Target Apr 17 2021 Princess Leia
returns for an all-new adventure in this thrilling
upper middle grade novel. Set between Star
Wars: The Empire Strikes Back and Star Wars:
The Return of the Jedi, the story follows the
warrior princess as she leads a ragtag group of
rebels on a dangerous mission against the evil
Galactic Empire. Hidden in the story are also
hints and clues about the upcoming film Star
Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a mustread for fans old and new!
The Decoy Girlfriend Nov 24 2021 A laugh-outloud funny and whip-smart romantic comedy
from the author of The Shaadi Set-Up, about a
young woman who takes the place of her
celebrity doppelgänger, and must fake-date the
actress’s sexy costar boyfriend. Writer Freya Lal
has a huge secret: she's a dead ringer for It-girl
actress Mandi Roy. Her second novel is due in a
month, but inspiration is nowhere to be found.
Desperate to shake off her writer's block, Freya
leans into her look-alike abilities and indulges in
some mistaken identity for simple perks, like
scoring a free mimosa or getting into a trendy
nightclub. Actor Taft Bamber appears to have it
all: gorgeous, talented, and Mandi's love interest
both on- and off-screen. But what nobody knows
is that their relationship is a PR stunt, and after
years of playing make-believe, he's yearning for
something real. When Freya's latest
the-decoy-princess-1-dawn-cook

impersonation of Mandi goes viral thanks to
Taft's accidental interference, rumors of a
breakup threaten Hollywood's golden couple. To
make amends, Freya is forced to give Mandi a
little time off: she'll pretend to be the actress for
a month, move in with Taft, and squash the
rumors by acting completely in love. But as
Freya and Taft play house, it becomes
impossible to ignore that their instant chemistry
isn't just for the cameras. While faking it, they
might have just found the real thing.
The Shaadi Set-Up Oct 31 2019 In this witty
and heartfelt rom-com debut for fans of Jasmine
Guillory, Emily Henry, and Tessa Bailey, an
Indian American woman signs herself and her
boyfriend up for a matchmaking site to prove
they're a perfect match, only to be paired with
her ex instead. High school sweethearts Rita
Chitniss and Milan Rao were the golden couple,
until the day he broke her heart. Now, six years
later, Rita has turned her passion for furniture
restoration into a career and has an almostperfect boyfriend, Neil. The last thing she needs
is for Milan to re-enter her life, but that's exactly
what happens when her mother, an unfailing
believer in second chances, sets them up. Milan
is just as charming, cocky, and confident as he
was back in school. Only this time, he actually
needs her business expertise, not her heart, to
flip a hard-to-sell house for his realty agency.
While Rita begrudgingly agrees to help, she's
not taking any risks. To prove she's definitely
over him, she signs herself and Neil up on
MyShaadi.com, a Desi matchmaking site famous
for its success stories and trustworthy enough to
convince everyone that she and Neil are the new
and improved couple. Instead, she's shocked
when MyShaadi's perfect match for her isn't
Neil...it's Milan. Ignoring the website and her
mother is one thing, but ignoring Milan proves
much more difficult, especially when she
promises to help him renovate the beach house
of her dreams. And as the two of them dive
deeper into work—and their pasts—Rita begins
to wonder if maybe her match wasn't so wrong
after all....
Heart of the Raven Prince Dec 02 2019 A
playboy prince in want of a decoy bride. A
servant girl desperate for a disguise... Raven
shifter Prince Franco is every social climbing
debutante's dream. He's handsome, heir to the
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Lunar Court throne, and deliciously single. Every
young woman wants to bed him, wed him, or
steal a moment of his time. Except, of course, for
Ember Montgomery. Half-fae Ember craves
freedom from her conniving stepfamily. As if
they weren't enough to deal with, a chance
encounter with the arrogant Prince Franco
leaves her humiliated and in a fiery rage.
Nothing could convince her the prince is
anything but a rake. But when the opportunity to
evade her scheming stepmother falls into her
lap, she'll pay the price-even if it means
impersonating the prince's newest flame... To
prove himself a worthy heir, Prince Franco must
marry a princess. But after far too many
unsatisfying trysts, he's given up on love. With
the social season in full swing, and bringing with
it a horde of husband-hungry socialites, he'll do
anything to delay the pressures of both marriage
and the crown. And what better solution than an
alliance with a desperate servant girl glamoured
as his false future bride? Locked in a bargain,
Ember must pose as a princess until midnight at
the full moon ball. Until then, all she has to do is
wear the glamour, pretend to court the prince,
and above all else, not fall in love. But when
feelings emerge on both sides, she starts to
wonder if there's more to their contrived
courtship than either of them planned... Can
Ember and Franco find love when the masks
come off? Or will illusions and lies prove
stronger than their hearts? ACOTAR meets
Bridgerton in this standalone fairytale retelling
of Cinderella. If you like slow burn romance,
fake engagements, and snarky fae royals, then
you'll love this swoon-worthy story in the
Entangled with Fae series. *NOTE this book is
upper YA/NA featuring mature situations and
some adult language. The romance is slow burn
but leads to moderate steam. Heart of the Raven
Prince is a complete stand-alone novel set in the
same world as The Fair Isle Trilogy. Journey
back to Faerwyvae or begin your adventure for
the first time with this enchanting tale. Each
book in the Entangled with Fae series can be
read on its own and in any order. Happily ever
after guaranteed!
The Girl of Fire and Thorns Aug 22 2021 “Rae
Carson has proved she’s a master and has
shaken up the YA genre.”—USAToday.com The
first book in Rae Carson’s award-winning and
the-decoy-princess-1-dawn-cook
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New York Times–bestselling trilogy! The Girl of
Fire and Thorns is a sweeping journey full of
adventure, sorcery, heartbreak, and power. Fans
of George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones and
Leigh Bardugo’s Grishaverse will devour this
fantasy series. Once a century, one person is
chosen for greatness. Elisa is the chosen one.
But she has always felt powerless, useless. Now,
on her sixteenth birthday, she has become the
secret wife of a handsome and worldly king—a
king whose country is in turmoil. A king who
needs her to be the chosen one, not a failure of a
princess. And he's not the only one who seeks
her. Fierce enemies, seething with dark magic,
are hunting her. A daring, determined
revolutionary thinks she could be his people's
savior. Soon it is not just her life, but her very
heart that is at stake. Elisa could be everything
to those who need her most. If the prophecy is
fulfilled. If she finds the power deep within
herself. If she doesn't die young. Most of the
chosen do. William C. Morris YA Debut Award
Finalist YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults
Top Ten Pick Andre Norton Award Finalist A
Texas Tayshas Selection Ohioana Book Award
YA winner Don’t miss The Empire of Dreams,
Rae Carson’s action-packed return to the world
of The Girl of Fire and Thorns!
Ships of the Royal Navy Mar 05 2020 The
essential historical reference on British
warships—fully revised. “Right at the top of the
‘must have’ list . . . A book which will get much
use ” (Royal Navy and Maritime Book Reviews).
This is the fourth fully revised edition of a book
first published in 1970. This longevity is
testimony to its enduring value as a reference
work—indeed, “Colledge,” as the book is
universally known, is still the first stop for
anyone wanting more information on any British
warship from the fifteenth century to the present
day when only the name is known. Each entry
gives concise details of dimensions, armament,
and service dates, and its alphabetical and
chronological arrangement makes it easy to
track down the right ship—otherwise the Royal
Navy’s tradition of reusing the same names can
be misleading. When originally published, the
second of the two volumes was devoted to minor
fighting ships and hired and requisitioned
vessels. For the third edition, published in one
volume, this material was omitted, but for this
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edition, all the genuine fighting ships—like the
numbered Coastal Forces craft—have been
restored, resulting in a convenient but
comprehensive single-volume listing of all
significant vessels. Since the death of Jim
Colledge, who was widely respected for his
pioneering research on the technical details of
warships, his magnum opus has been updated,
corrected, and expanded with similar
enthusiasm and attention to detail by Ben
Warlow, a retired naval officer and author of a
number of books in the field. “An amazing and
immensely valuable work of dedicated and
persistent research.” —Baird Maritime
Royal Decoy Sep 03 2022 A SERVANT
blackmailed into becoming a princess's decoy. A
BODYGUARD determined to keep her alive. A
PRINCE forced to execute his father's brutal
laws. A PRISONER used to keep him compliant.
A WORLD on the brink of war. In one horrible
night, Clare goes from kitchen maid to royal
decoy. She has three months to become the
princess's perfect double so she can ensure her
betrothal to an enemy prince. Desperate to
survive, Clare throws herself into self-defense
training, taught by her distractingly attractive
bodyguard. The danger increases when a
ruthless assassin begins stalking her, intent on
ending the tenuous peace. Across the northern
mountains, Prince Grayson is his father's
ultimate weapon. He carries out the king's harsh
orders because the one person he cares about is
his father's prisoner. Grayson's silent obedience
is tested when his father plans to exploit the
marriage alliance between two of their greatest
enemies. If Grayson submits, the blood of
thousands will spill. If he resists, the girl who
means everything to him will die. The fate of
Eyrinthia hangs in the balance. Some want
peace. Some want war. All will be thrown into
chaos.
American Demon Apr 29 2022 A thrilling return
to the #1 New York Times bestselling urban
fantasy series, continuing Rachel Morgan's
story. RACHEL MORGAN IS BACK--AND THE
HOLLOWS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME. What
happens after you've saved the world? Well, if
you're Rachel Mariana Morgan, witch-born
demon, you quickly discover that something
might have gone just a little bit wrong. That the
very same acts you and your friends took to
the-decoy-princess-1-dawn-cook

forge new powers may have released something
bound by the old. With a rash of zombies, some
strange new murders, and an exceedingly
mysterious new demon in town, it will take
everything Rachel has to counter this new threat
to the world--and it may demand the sacrifice of
what she holds most dear.
Clayton Stone, At Your Service Mar 17 2021
Twelve-year-old Clayton Stone is shocked when
a top-secret government organization recruits
him as a decoy in a kidnapping sting. Instantly,
he gets drawn into the dangerous world of
covert operations. Clayton's new life is full of
excitement, with elaborate disguises and
classified debriefings, but soon enough there's a
gun against his neck. Clayton's transformation
from middle-school lacrosse star to Special
Service agent is full of suspense, humor and
heart -- a thrilling undercover debut!
The Prisoner of Zenda Sep 30 2019 Disaster
strikes when the king of Ruritania is drugged on
the very eve of his coronation. The ceremony
cannot move forward without him - and if his
power is not made official, those scheming to
seize the throne for themselves may move upon
it. With those loyal to the crown desperate for a
way to stall until the king is safe once more, a
visiting Englishman with a startling likeness to
the monarch is convinced to take his place - and
must now work against the forces plotting
behind the crown's monarchy's back.
Lost Truth Jun 19 2021 Fourth in the
sensational series featuring Alissa, a young
student of magic whose rebellious nature puts
her life in danger.
Sexual Decoys Feb 13 2021 In this book, Zillah
Eisenstein continues her unforgiving indictment
of neoliberal imperial politics. She charts its
most recent militarist and masculinist
configurations through discussions of the Afghan
and Iraq wars, violations at Guantánamo and
Abu Ghraib, the 2004 US Presidential election,
and Hurricane Katrina. She warns that women’s
rights rhetoric is being manipulated, particularly
by Condoleezza Rice and other women in the
Bush administration, as a ploy for global
dominance and a misogynistic capture of
democratic discourse. However, Eisenstein also
believes that the plural and diverse lives of
women will lay the basis for an assault on these
fascistic elements. This new politics will both
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confound and clarify feminisms, and reconfigure
democracy across the globe.
Royal Spy Oct 24 2021 A DECOY recruited to be
a spy. A PRINCE compelled to become an
assassin. A SERJAH pressured by an unwanted
crown. A WORLD covered in shadows.
Woven in Moonlight Dec 26 2021 One of Time
magazine's 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time!
A lush tapestry of magic, romance, and
revolución, drawing inspiration from Bolivian
politics and history. “A vibrant feast of a book.” –
Margaret Rogerson, NYT bestselling author of
An Enchantment of Ravens “Pure magic.” –
Shelby Mahurin, NYT bestselling author of
Serpent & Dove “A wholly unique book for the
YA shelf.” – Adrienne Young, NYT bestselling
author of Sky in the Deep “A spellbinding, vivid
debut.” – Rebecca Ross, author of Queen's
Rising Ximena is the decoy Condesa, a stand-in
for the last remaining Illustrian royal. Her
people lost everything when the usurper, Atoc,
used an ancient relic to summon ghosts and
drive the Illustrians from La Ciudad. Now
Ximena’s motivated by her insatiable thirst for
revenge, and her rare ability to spin thread from
moonlight. When Atoc demands the real
Condesa’s hand in marriage, it’s Ximena’s duty
to go in her stead. She relishes the chance, as
Illustrian spies have reported that Atoc’s no
longer carrying his deadly relic. If Ximena can
find it, she can return the true aristócrata to
their rightful place. She hunts for the relic, using
her weaving ability to hide messages in
tapestries for the resistance. But when a masked
vigilante, a warm-hearted princesa, and a
thoughtful healer challenge Ximena, her mission
becomes more complicated. There could be a
way to overthrow the usurper without starting
another war, but only if Ximena turns her back
on revenge—and her Condesa.
Written in Starlight Sep 10 2020 An
adventerous South American Tomb Raider! This
hotly anticipated companion to Woven in
Moonlight follows an outcast Condesa, as she
braves the jungle to forge an alliance with the
lost city of gold. If the jungle wants you, it will
have you... Catalina Quiroga is a Condesa
without a country. She’s lost the Inkasisa throne,
the loyalty of her people, and her best friend.
Banished to the perilous Yanu Jungle, Catalina
knows her chances of survival are slim, but that
the-decoy-princess-1-dawn-cook

won’t stop her from trying to escape. Her duty is
to rule. While running for her life, Catalina is
rescued by Manuel, the son of her former
general who has spent years searching for allies.
With his help, Catalina could find the city of gold
that’s home to the fierce Illari people and strike
a deal with them for an army to retake her
throne. But the elusive Illari are fighting a battle
of their own—a mysterious blight is corrupting
the jungle, laying waste to everything they hold
dear. As a seer, Catalina should be able to help,
but her ability to read the future in the stars is
as feeble as her survival instincts. While
searching for the Illari, Catalina must reckon
with her duty and her heart to find her true
calling, which is key to stopping the corruption
before it destroys the jungle completely.
The Counterfeit Princess Aug 10 2020 Vowing
revenge when her parents are executed in 1553
by the Duke of Northumberland, teenaged Iris
becomes a messenger, spy, and stand-in for
Princess Elizabeth during the volatile political
times surrounding Edward VI's death.
Demons of Good and Evil Jan 27 2022 Rachel
Morgan will learn that the price of loyalty is
blood in the next Hollows novel from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison.
Rachel Morgan, witch-born demon, suspected
that protecting the paranormal citizens of
Cincinnati as the demon subrosa would be
trouble. But it’s rapidly becoming way more
trouble than even she could have imagined.
While Rachel and her friends may have
vanquished the trickster demon Hodin, his
mysterious associate known only as “The Mage”
is eager to finish what Hodin started, beginning
with taking down Rachel’s power structure piece
by piece. When he frames Rachel for the death
of a powerful coven member and the vampire
leaders in DC threaten to send a new master
vampire to take the city in hand, Rachel’s friends
Ivy and Pike are forced into hiding, and even her
lover, Trent, finds himself under fire. With her
world falling apart, Rachel desperately needs
help. But with all of her supporters under attack,
her only hope is to make a deal with the
unlikeliest of allies. . . .
Trouble with the Cursed May 31 2022 Rachel
Morgan must keep her friends close—and her
enemies closer—in the next Hollows novel from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Kim
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Harrison. Rachel Morgan, witch-born demon,
has one unspoken rule: take chances, but pay for
them yourself. With it, she has turned enemies
into allies, found her place with her demon kin,
and stepped up as the subrosa of
Cincinnati—responsible for keeping the
paranormal community at peace and in line. Life
is . . . good? Even better, her best friend, Ivy
Tamwood, is returning home. Nothing’s simple,
though, and Ivy’s not coming alone. The
vampires’ ruling council insists she escort one of
the long undead, hell-bent on proving that
Rachel killed Cincy’s master vampire to take
over the city. Which, of course, Rachel totally did
not do. She only transformed her a little. With
Rachel’s friends distracted by their own lives
and problems, she reaches out to a new ally for
help—the demon Hodin. But this trickster has
his own agenda. In the end, the only way for
Rachel to save herself and the city may be to
forge a new understanding with her estranged
demon teacher, Al. There’s just one problem: Al
would sell his own soul to be rid of her. . . .
First Truth Aug 02 2022 Before she wrote as
New York Times bestselling author Kim
Harrison, Dawn Cook wrote the Truth... This is
the first novel of Dawn Cook's extraordinary
coming-of-age fantasy featuring Alissa, a young
novice in the art of magic, who embarks on an
epic journey of discovery and danger.
Decoys of the Atlantic Flyway Jun 27 2019
Royal Decoy Jul 01 2022 Clare made a mistake
when she saved the princess's life . . . In one
horrible night, Clare is forced to give up her life
as a kitchen maid to become the princess's
decoy. Thrust into a dangerous new world of
royals and deadly politics, she must learn how to
be the princess's perfect double to ensure her
betrothal to an enemy prince. Desperate to
survive, Clare throws herself into self-defense
training, taught by her distractingly attractive
bodyguard, Bennick. The spark between them is
undeniable, though a relationship is forbidden.
When a ruthless assassin begins stalking her, it
becomes frighteningly clear that some will stop
at nothing to end the tenuous peace-and Clare's
life. Across the northern mountains, Prince
Grayson is his father's ultimate weapon. His
name inspires fear in all who hear it, but no one
knows his heavily guarded secret. He carries out
every brutal order only because his father holds
the-decoy-princess-1-dawn-cook
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power over the one person he cares about.
Grayson's silent obedience is tested, however,
when his father reveals plans to exploit the
marriage alliance between two of their greatest
enemies. If Grayson submits, the blood of
thousands will spill. If he resists, the girl who
means everything to him will die. The fate of
Eyrinthia hangs in the balance. Some want
peace. Some want war. All will be thrown into
chaos. Royal Decoy is book 1 in the Fate of
Eyrinthia YA fantasy romance series told from
multiple POVs. If you like swoon-worthy
romance, complex characters, and non-stop
action with epic twists, then you'll love the
captivating world of Eyrinthia. ***Paperback
includes the bonus short story "The Prince and
the Prisoner", featuring a young Prince Grayson
before he became the Black Hand.***
Blood Work May 19 2021 When new Inderland
Security partners Rachel and Ivy are sent on a
routine brimstone case, they find the body of a
dead werewolf.
The Drafter Nov 12 2020 Detroit 2030. Don't
forgive and never forget has always been Peri's
creed. But her day job makes it difficult: she is a
drafter, possessed of a rare, invaluable skill for
altering time, yet destined to forget both the
history she changed and the history she rewrote.
When Peri discovers her name is on a list of
corrupt operatives, she realizes that her own life
has been manipulated by the agency. Her
memory of the previous three years erased, she
joins forces with a mysterious rogue soldier in a
deadly race to piece together the truth about her
fateful final task.
Million Dollar Demon Mar 29 2022 To save the
city, Rachel Morgan will need to show some
teeth in the next Hollows novel from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison. The
new master vampire of Cincinnati has arrived . .
. and she wants Rachel Morgan out. No matter
where Rachel goes, Constance is there-threatening Rachel's allies, causing city-wide
chaos, and, to add insult to injury, even forcing
Rachel out of her current quarters. Ever since
Rachel found a way to save the souls of
vampires, the old undead's longtime ascendancy
has been broken. Now Constance sees
eliminating Rachel as the key to consolidating
her own power. Rachel has no desire to be
enthralled or killed--and she's terrified of what
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at least, not alone. And if Rachel refuses to claim
the role of Cincinnati's master demon, the city
will tear itself apart, taking her and all those
who stand beside her with it.

may become of the city if Constance forces a
return to the ancient ways. But even a witchborn demon can't stand against the old undead--
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